The Future is Now
Shaping a responsible and sustainable ferrous supply chain that helps the world thrive

Cargill's Metals Business

thrive™

Helping the world thrive
Steel is everywhere

It is the backbone of modern civilization.

It is a catalyst enabling technological breakthroughs for a safer, more productive and sustainable world.
The steel making industry is an industry that relies on the generosity of the earth to shoulder more responsibility and channel a green pathway toward a more sustainable future.
It is our joint responsibility to protect the planet and lead the ferrous industry in the next generation.
Headquartered in Singapore, Cargill's metals business provides value-adding services and solutions along the global ferrous supply chain from technical marketing to customized risk management solutions.
With over 150 dedicated experts, an established global network and hubs in China, Singapore and United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland to serve our customers, we operate across over 25 ports and more than 50 warehouses globally, providing physical and financial solutions to over 2,500 customers in 40 countries.

We are working together with our partners to take the responsibility and lead the way of shaping a profitable, responsible, and clean ferrous industry.
We connect all parts of the ferrous supply chain, from iron ore mining to steel mills right round the world to the companies that utilize steel products to enrich our lives each day.
Each year we move around 50 million tons of physical iron ore and 6 million tons of physical steel globally.
Combining over 150 years heritage in supply chain and risk management in global commodities markets with more than 40 years unique insights in the ferrous industry, we provide our customers the support they need to thrive.
It is not one specific capability but the combination of all our capabilities, integrated and tailored to meet the specific needs of our partner that differentiates us.
Sustainability is embedded in Cargill's purpose to nourish the world in a safe, responsible, and sustainable way.
We take a responsible approach in our ferrous supply chain, and we view this as part of the solution to shaping a carbon-neutral and more sustainable planet.
Today the world is becoming faster, more crowded, complex and volatile.

Every day, we foster collaborative efforts to help industries navigate through market volatility, optimize their business operations and minimize their environmental footprint.

We are redefining the future of the steel industry and unlocking its value to build a better planet.

Join us - where a responsible and sustainable ferrous supply chain helps the world thrive.